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Results and Discussion

• Clients face end of life in
many settings.
• Patients value and benefit
from personal, caring
relationships with their
healthcare professionals 1,2
• Being present is an important
part of therapeutic
relationship, especially with
clients approaching death 3,4,5

“Being present
is when you
bring all of your
energy into the
room.”

“I’m opening up as a
person, not just me
as the therapist.”

Research Question

Methods
• Narrative inquiry
• Recruited two experienced
occupational therapists
• Two semi-structured
interviews, OT each told story
client facing the end of life.
• Narrative analysis repeated
re-storying of verbatim
transcripts

Being Present
Bring whole self into room able
both to meet what is happening
in self, in client, in the room by
noticing it without judging it and
to give all attention to
engagement in each moment.

“(End-of-life) Always
brings up to me, or
at least reinforces,
how I want to be as
a therapist.”

Self as a
Person

OT

that pit in my
stomach.”

Meet What is Happening:
Intentional Intervention

“Being present is
recognizing
where they’re at
for them.”
“Looking around… get
glimpses of somebody’s
personality”

Conclusions

“You are not
concerned with the
experience you just
had… lose track of
everything else except
what you’re doing”

Client

Intentionality

“Walking in… get

Review Chart
Step into Room

How do occupational therapists
define being present and use it as
an aspect of therapeutic use of
self when working with a client at
the end of life?

Being
Present

• Being present is mechanism
for intentional choice in
relationships and in
intervention
• Observations through being
present inform OT’s clinical
reasoning
• In end-of-life context may
arouse reflection on many
levels.
• Therapeutic use of self
involves intentionality in both
relationship and intervention

“There was a lot of
sadness in that room.”
“He was in so much pain.”
“The mom hoped that she
would be able to come
home and be a lot better.”

Support Connection:
Intentional Relationship

“I don’t have any expectations… you open the door
and say I’m going to be open to whatever the heck
happens, let things take its course.”

“Need to be present for authenticity and to get a
connection with somebody, but each situation… puts
you in a position to expect something different.”

“If you go in with a preconceived idea of an outcome,
you’re already not present.”

“If your mind is somewhere else, you’re not looking for
that connection.”

“If you’re going into end-of-life… you’ve got
to be ready for everything.”

“Spending time with people, real, real time.”

End/After
Review/Closure

Background

Implications

• An OT being present to self
and client supports clientcentered therapy and allows
for sensitivity to needs
particular to client at end of
life.
• Further research is needed
investigating link between
being present and
intentionality
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